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Valse Moderato.

Take any big town when night comes around,
Picture the sights you see.
Sally and Jane from the big town's noise,
Just picture the group who.
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'Frisco and Maine There's Johnny from Tennessee, They sit on the stoop Partaking of home-life joys, They long to be back to their old fashioned shack, They're sorry they talk of the days when they roamed the highways, As wanderers went away They've wasted their youth to always do They now realize they learn there is truth In what mothers always say, weren't so wise That's why all I say is true.
Refrain. (with feeling.)

Rolling stones all come rolling home again
Rolling stones are the ones living in vain From a mother's side they stray Just to be where life is gay But
after all is said and done The 'wand'ring girl and
wand'ring son just like Rolling stones
they roll on they roll on Till they
roll back home again again.
I'VE GOT THE BLUES FOR HOME SWEET HOME

Words by
WILLIAM JEROME
Music by
GEORGE W. MEYER

Chorus:
I've got the blues for home sweet home, I feel so
to my mind I've got the blues for mother's knee.
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